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A Riemann-Cartan structure can be associated to any SO (4) trivializable gauge field. Under
certain integrability conditions, this non-Riemannian geometry may be replaced by a strictly
Riemannian one. The Yang-Mills equations guarantee the existence of such a Riemannian structure.
The general SO(4) trivializable solution for the SO(3) Yang-Mills equations is discussed within the
geometric approach.
I. Introduction
In two preceding papers [1, 2], the general proper
ties of SO (4) trivializable gauge fields have been in
vestigated in great detail. Perhaps the most strik
ing feature of these gauge fields is the emergence of
a Riemannian structure, which however could be
worked out only for a very special field configuration:
the dimeron solution of the free Yang-Mills equations.
But the Riemannian structure arises in such a natural
way within the geometry framework of this specific
example, that one is highly motivated to ask whether
such a Riemannian geometry can be attributed to any
trivializable gauge field configuration. Moreover, the
dimeron example shows how elegantly the YangMills equations may be solved by trivializable gauge
fields. Hence there is some hope to obtain new solu
tions when the (non)-Riemannian geometry of trivi
alizable gauge fields is better understood.
The present paper attacks these problems and
presents a positive answer to the questions raised
above. Especially, the emergence of a Riemannian
structure is clarified in detail; it may be traced back
to the foliation of the 4-space into a set of smooth
3-sheets which must carry a 3-geometry of constant
curvature. The collection of the individual 3-dimensional subgeometries may then be described in terms
of a 4-dimensional Riemannian structure. However
this result is valid only when the characteristic distri
bution of the trivializable configuration is integrable.
In the non-integrable case, there emerges a 4-dimen
sional Riemann-Cartan structure, which is the wellknown Cartan generalization to a Riemannian space
[3]. Both the integrable and non-integrable cases may
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be conveniently described in terms of fibre bundles
(plane bundles).
The construction of the Riemann-Cartan geometry
is organized as follows:
In Sect. II, we first show that the trivialization
conditions admit the Cartan generalization of the
Riemannian structure encountered by the previous
dimeron geometry. This implies that the connection T
for the characteristic bundle r4* has a non-vanishing
torsion Z. The latter one will in general be necessary
in order that the action of the bundle curvature R of
r be restricted to the characteristic distribution 3. As
a consequence of this construction, the characteristic
vector field p automatically becomes covariantly con
stant with respect to that connection T. Further, a
covariantly constant fibre metric G can be found and
extended to a metric G for the tangent bundle f4 of the
Euclidean base space £4, such that F becomes the
Riemann-Cartan connection of G. In this way, there
arises a complete and consistent 4-geometry for the
characteristic bundle r4. which itself is based upon the
3-dimensional distribution A.
In Sect. III. the relationship between the character
istic bundle r4 and the original trivializable bundle f4
("representative bundle") is discussed thoroughly. A
bundle isomorphism is found by which the two "twin
bundles" T4 and f4 are revealed as being identical. As
a consequence, the curvature R in r4 may be expressed
by the corresponding fibre metric G which yields a
constant curvature geometry for ?4. This geometry
has a vanishing Weyl tensor in agreement with the
analogous result for a strictly Riemannian structure.
But the 4-dimensional non-Riemannian structure ex
hibits further "Riemannian properties" (symmetry
properties of curvature tensor etc.) so that one really
* Please notice the different symbols for the characteristic
bundle T4 and the trivializable bundle r4.
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deals with a sort of an "almost-Riemannian" struc
ture. In any case, the 3-dimenional subgeometry
on the characteristic surface (if existing) is strictly
Riemannian!
In Sects. III, IV it is shown how one can introduce
a four-dimensional Riemannian structure provided
the characteristic distribution A is integrable. The
Frobenius integrability condition is satisfied automa
tically if the gauge field obeys the free Yang-Mills
equations. Thus, the Yang-Mills equations guarantee
the existence of the Riemannian structure also in four
dimensions. In this case, the general shape for the
Riemannian connection T can easily be found. Such a
"Riemann-Yang-Mills structure" always contains a
conformally flat background. The pure background
solutions just coincide with the dimeron configura
tions.
Occasionally, the general results are exemplified
with the aid of the dimeron configuration. Especially,
the autoparallel and geodesic trajectories are studied
for that configuration in the appendix.

II. The Characteristic Bundle
The previous work [1, 2] has shown that any trivi
alizable gauge field configuration over the Euclidean
4-space £ 4 contains an important object: the charac
teristic vector field p. This object governs the geomet
ric and topological properties of such a configuration.
Therefore, the purpose of this section aims at a de
tailed elaboration of all the geometric effects produced
by the characteristic vector field. This ultimately will
lead us to a Riemann-Cartan space structure.
As does any differentiable section of the tangent
bundle f4 of E4, the characteristic vector p also in
duces a plane bundle (characteristic bundle r4) over
base space £ 4. However, it is readily found that the
connection £ in the characteristic bundle is not deter
mined in general through the SO (3) restriction of the
canonical connection d> of the embedding bundle f4.
Rather, the original trivializable gauge field A, which
is the connection in the representative bundle f4, gives
rise to the emergence of that different but closely
related connection £ living in the "twin bundle" t 4
associated to f4. The interrelationship of both bundles
f4 and r4 yields then a complete geometric description
of any trivializable gauge field configuration.
The relevant objects in ?4 such as the connection £,
its torsion Z, the curvature R and the fibre metric G

are discussed in detail. The results obtained here are
simultaneously preparing the basis for an effective
method of solving the Yang-Mills equations below.
1. Trivializability Conditions and Torsion
The torsion emerges very naturally by generalizing
the Riemannian connection £ which previously was
introduced as the fundamental object for building the
Riemannian structure of the dimeron system. For any
nondegenerate point x of the trivializable configura
tion, the extrinsic curvature coefficients Bu (x) repre
sent a basis of J x-valued 1-forms for the characteristic
3-plane Ax such that their gauge covariant derivative
may be expressed by a linear combination in the fol
lowing way
D ,Biv = r \ ß Bi;_.

(IIA)

This may be formally rewritten in the shape of a gener
ally covariant derivative Q>\
% Biv = £>mß «v - r \ ß

= 0.

(II.2)

Though we never shall apply such a general (i.e. gauge
plus coordinate) transformation, it nevertheless seems
rather elegant and effective to work in terms of this
non-Riemannian space structure.
Clearly one expects that there will exist severe re
strictions upon the g t (4, R) connection £ introduced
through equation (II. 1). We subsequently shall elabo
rate these restrictions step by step and finally we will
end up with a Riemann-Cartan space structure of con
stant curvature.
The first restriction upon £ arises from the fact that
we are dealing with trivializable gauge fields. The
necessary and sufficient conditions for the property of
trivializability have been found as
FißV = —£ijk

Bkv, (a)

Dß Bly = DvBlß.

(b)

Now, define the torsion Z of £ as usual through [4]
7;-IIv = a2 iv1r xß\ —1r xxii)^ =
—1r A[//v]

(114)

such that for any gradient vector C
Cß = dß C

(II5)

the following identity holds [5]
Vt„C v] = Z \ vQ

(II.6)

Consequently, using (II.1) for the second trivializabil
ity condition (II.3 b), one readily deduces the following
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constraint upon the torsion Z of F :
Z \ VBU = 0.

(H.7)

Since, by its very definition, the characteristic vector p
is annihilated by the extrinsic curvature 1-forms B:
(II.8)

Bin p" = 0,

one concludes that the torsion always exhibits the
following shape
(II 9)

Z \ y= ~ p ;-pa Z%y.

As a consequence of this special form of the torsion,
it effectively will not be present in the definition (II. 1)
of r . Rather, there emerges only the essential part y
of r
=

(ii.io)

where the projector P onto A is defined as usual
P \ = g \ + P xP .,

(a)

(11.11)

and will reconsider the trivializability conditions (II.3)
in terms of objects living the representative bundle f4.
Indeed, the conditions (II.3) imply the existence of a
(unit) vector field n^(.x), which defines the representa
tive distribution J , and three special vectors eM
, (x),
living within Ä and obeying the following orthonormality relations
n ,e \
=0,
(a)
(11.14)
0„v ?ßi evj = Qij ■ (b)
The covariant derivative of anyone of these f4 sections
may be expressed in terms of the extrinsic curva
ture of f4 as
Dß e \ = - B lßn \
(11.15)
Further, it is easy to show that the conditions (II.3)
are really satisfied if the objects A, B in f4 are com
posed of the tetrad vectors as follows
Aifl = \ g Xv

(a)

Biß= ~ g , ve \ d ß n \

(b)

(11.16)

P?P>. = VuvP"Px= - 1 • (b)
Hence, we may equally well rewrite the second condi
tion (II.3b) as
D,Biv = y \ ß Bu ,
(11.12)

For instance, consider the second condition (II.3 b).
Since the normal vector nx is a gauge invariant, one
readily deduces from (11.16) by use of (11.15)
D ,Biv=
(11.17)

where the essential part y must now be symmetric

which immediately implies the second requirement
(II.3 b).
Returning to the characteristic vector field, an im
portant conclusion can now be drawn from (11.17).
Combining this equation with (11.12) one gets a rela
tionship between the normal nx of Ä and the essential
part y of F, the contraction of which with p yields

y

r

(11.13)

Obviously, the important point here is that the
R) connection F is not completely fixed by the
gauge potential A and its associated object B. The
remaining degree of the freedom is its component
along p, the skew-symmetric part of which is just the
torsion Z (II.9). This provides us with the possibility of
fixing the undetermined component in such a way that
the corresponding connection F will exhibit some
desirable features referring to its geometric meaning
(see below). But as a consequence, the connection fixed
by this procedure will exhibit a non-vanishing torsion
Z in general. This means that we cannot hope to deal
exclusively with a strictly Riemannian space structure,
as was the case for the dimeron configuration.
2. Bundle Connection
The geometric meaning of the (4. R) connection
r is clarified by a closer inspection of the charac
teristic vector field p. For the present investigation, we
want to leave for a moment the characteristic bundle r4

p vdvdtln* = y \ vp vda n \

(11.18)

On the other hand, the very definition of the charac
teristic vector field implies
P \, c„ n* = d „ n \

(11.19)

The differentiation of this equation, followed by a con
traction with p, gives a result which looks quite similar
as (11.18), namely
p vdvdß n" = (dllP \ ) p v(da n").

(11.20)

Indeed, the comparison of these two equations gives
now our final result
d;.Pa + y \ i P v = 0.

(11.21)

This is a rather interesting result because if the essen
tial part y could be replaced here by the connection F
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itself, we would have found that the (Euclidean) unit
vector p is covariantly constant with respect to the
R) connection T, which was introduced through
our central equation (II.1) by a quite different reason
ing.
Thus the parallel transport V due to T does not lead
tion r into its essential part y and some remainder z
1 n\ = yA
/ nv +' fv'- z\i\

(11.22)

which is constraint to the condition
W

= o.

(11.23)

By this arrangement, the characteristic vector really
becomes covariantly constant
VxPa = dxP° + r \ xp v= 0

(11.24)

while the torsion assumes the special shape
Z \ v= p xz}Uv] •

(11.25)

Observe also that the covariant constancy of p is con
sistent with its Euclidean normalization (11.11 b) as
well as with the orthogonality relation (II.8) on behalf
of the following identity
Dn(Bixß') = (ßp BiX)px + Bu ( \ p " ) .

(11.26)

At this stage, the geometric meaning of the ^/(4, R)
connection T now becomes evident: T is to be identi
fied as the (local) connection form in the characteristic
bundle r4. Further, this connection is described from
the extrinsic point of view, which is expressed by
the reference to the Cartesian coordinates of the
embedding space £ 4. Consider, e.g., some section
Vß{x) of t 4, i.e.
p»Vß = 0.
(11.27)
The covariant constancy (11.24) of p then guarantees
that the derivative of Fis also an object living in r4:
p » V ,V = 0.

(11.28)

Thus the parallel transport V due to A does not lead
off t 4 !
Observe, however, that the present connection T
will in general not be identical to the corresponding
surface reduction of the canonical connection d> of the
embedding space £4. This is readily recognized by
considering the following counter example: The
t'Hooft-Polyakov monopole solution [2] for a coupled
SO(3) Yang-Mills-Higgs system contains a trivializ
able gauge field, which simultaneously is static in the
sense that the characteristic lines are straight with

respect to d>. Hence, the characteristic surfaces are flat
3-sheets (e.g. orthogonal to the x°-axis). Therefore the
surface reduction of ti> onto these 3-sheets gives a
connection with vanishing curvature which is in con
tradiction to the non trivial t'Hooft-Polyakov solu
tion for the gauge field! On the other hand, there exist
configurations, where both connections T and A coin
cide and hence are both SO (3) reductions of tit. An
example of this is presented by the single meron solu
tions [1] where both distributions Ä and A coincide
into the spherical distribution, the integral surfaces of
which are concentric 3-spheres around the single
meron positions.

3. Bundle Curvature
After it has become clear that T has the meaning of
bundle connection in r4, the next step must consist in
looking for the corresponding bundle curvature /?,
whose general definition is, as usual
r ° V>—^J
d. •r* aVII -i-' r ° VII 1r*
1R"
V Ulli = ?^11 A

r aXA
■r* \ fl
(11.29)
Without knowing the exact shape of T, one never
theless expects that the curvature R will exhibit some
features fitting into the geometric meaning of its con
nection r.
First, combine the identity
p" = \ R \ Xllp v + Z \ ß Vvp°

(11.30)

with the covariant constancy of p (11.24) and find
Raylßp v= 0.

(11.31)

While this relation is automatically satisfied, one addi
tionally wants to demand that the bundle curvature
2-form R annihilates the characteristic vector p with
respect to both entries of the first index pair, i.e.
Pa

=

(11.32)

Thus, the curvature R will completely operate within
the characteristic distribution J, in agreement with its
meaning as bundle curvature for r4.
Unfortunately, the requirement (11.32) will not be
satisfied in general; rather, it represents a further re
striction of the general shape of T. But this just meets
with the fact that there still is an undetermined con
stituent contained in T. Of course, we shall use this
freedom in order to adapt T to the present condition
(11.32) in the following way:
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Remember first the splitting of F into its essential
part y and the undetermined remainder z, which is
subject merely to the auxiliary condition (11.23). Clear
ly, one will try now to transform the above condition
upon the curvature R into some constraint upon this
remainder of F. Indeed, if the decomposition (11.22)
of F is substituted into the curvature R (11.29), the
requirement (11.32) is transferred to the desired con
straint upon z which then reads as follows

existence of some metric G which is covariantly con
stant but acts just as the Euclidean g when applied to
vectors pointing into the characteristic direction, i.e.

Cß z\). -

In order to complete the characteristic geometry,
we need a fibre metric for r4. Remember that the fibre
metric for the representative bundle f4 is just the
3-dimensional Euclidean g which is covariantly con
stant with respect to the trivializable connection A
in f4:
D ,gu = 0.
(11.41)

zVß = y 'Vß(zax + dkpa) - y \ x {zaß + dßp9) .
(11.33)

This is a rather complicated differential equation for z,
but it admits a very simple solution obeying the
auxiliary condition (11.23), namely
(11.34)

zaß = -dßPa ■
This solution may be rewritten as
'(Tß

(11.35)

/ (TVHP'

if (11.21) is used here. Hence, the final result for the
connection F is
—y nv + Pp"yno*

(11.36)

and its torsion Z (11.25) becomes
(11.37)

Z xßV= p x d[ßpv].

The special F (11.36) as a solution to the problem
(11.32) obviously is always possible and hence is re
ferred to as the standard connection hereafter. Since it
is based upon a particular solution of the differential
equation for z (11.33), there might exist further connec
tions solving the problem (11.32). Especially, one could
think of solutions F the torsion of which vanishes. We
shall return to this point later.
Further, let us remark that the standard connexion
F (11.36) owns an additional, highly welcome property.
This consists in the fact that it makes the covariant
vector constant, too; i.e.
= 0.

(11.38)

Observe here, that at the present stage we still raise
and lower the indices by means of the Euclidean
metric gßV, i.e.
Pe = 9<,xP*, y»*v = 9ßxV\TV, etc.

(11.39)

Surely, the Euclidean metric g is not covariantly con
stant with respect to the standard connection F (11.36),
but nevertheless both equations (11.24) and (11.38) are
holding simultaneously. This strongly suggests the

GßVp " p y = g ^ p » p v= - \ .

(11.40)

We are going to verify this supposition immediately.

4. Fibre Metric

Similarly, we try to find some fibre metric G for the
tangent bundle f4 of base space E4, which on the one
hand obeys
(11.42)

V,G„v = 0,

and on the other hand respects the condition (11.40).
The restriction G of G onto A may then serve as the
fibre metric in the characteristic bundle r4:
GßV+PßPv

(11.43)

Observe that the constancy of the fibre metric G is
guaranteed by (11.38) and (11.42):
(11.44)

V ,G ,v = 0.

A solution to this problem is readily at hand, namely [6]
G„v = c2 BißB \ = c2 BßV.
(11.45)
The constancy condition (11.44) is immediately veri
fied since
y ,B ßV= 0

(11.46)

by simply observing the identity
V, BßV=

BIm) B \ + Blß{ß, B \)

(11.47)

together with the general constancy condition for the
extrinsic curvature B (II.2).
Besides the Euclidean g, we now have a second
metric G in the tangent bundle f4 and hence we must
be somewhat cautious when raising and lowering the
Cartesian indices. We apply the following convention:
whenever an index is moved from its original position
by use of the non Euclidean G. we indicate this by a
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dot. The following exemplifying relations have to be
understood in this sense
Pm =G„vPv= P„

(a)

GßV= c2 BßV—p " p v,

(b)

G** = c~2(B -yYv- p » p \ (c)
( B - ' r BvX= P \ ,

(d)

G ^ G vX= g \ .

(e)

(11.48)

Observe here, that in general the objects GMV, ß " v, PßV,
P ßV are not constant, rather we will have
VAG*11= 0,

(a)

V/l(ß _1f v = 0,

(b)

V ,P \ = 0.

(c)

(11.49)

As is well known, the existence of a metric G also
has some consequences for the curvature R. For exam
ple, consider the general identity
[V,V„-VffVJ GßV
= - Raßx. Gev - R\,,„ Gße + 2 Z \ 9 Ve Gmv (11.50)
and observe here that G is constant (11.42). This readily
yields the skew-symmetry for the curvature operator R
R-VU/.0

/i VÄ.CJ'

(11.51)

So we see that the geometry of the characteristic
bundle essentially is what is called Riemann-Cartan
structure [3]. The connection T in a Riemann-Cartan
space can be decomposed into its Riemannian part f
and the contorsion K such that
(11.52)
IIV_ rvIIV I is/-IIV•
Here, the Riemannian part f is given by the well
known Christoffel symbols
f V = ± G;'d(dß G„v +

Gaß - da GßV), (11.53)

whereas the contorsion K is composed of the torsion
Z in the following way
(11.54)

to be isomorphic and hence may be looked upon as
being identical. This means that the geometric objects
in r4, such as connection T, curvature R and fibre
metric G, are the Cartesian version of the correspond
ing intrinsic objects in f4.
Subsequently, the bundle isomorphism is worked
out in detail. The results are then used in order to
express the curvature R of r4 in terms of the extrinsic
curvature B of f4. This yields the generalization of the
previous dimeron results. Surprisingly enough, most
of the particular features of the dimeron case are
surviving the generalization process. For instance, the
general Riemann-Cartan structure formally meets
with the relations defining a conformally flat, locally
symmetric Einstein space. As a consequence of this
fact, the characteristic surfaces are equipped with a
geometry of constant curvature!

1. Bundle Map
The two bundles f4 and ?4 over the same base space
£4 are mutually interrelated by a map which is in
duced by the extrinsic curvature B of f4. Consider first
the bundle map [B]
[B]:

f4

r4 .

y ,= c B ißV\

(III.2)

Here, we have included some arbitrary length param
eter c for dimensional reasons. Clearly such a bundle
map [ß] extends to all the tensor products. For in
stance, the fibre metric G (11.45) of r4 is revealed by the
present approach as the image of the fibre metric g
(11.41) of f 4:
Bßv = Bin BjVglJ ■

(III.3)

As a consequence, the scalar product is an invariant
with respect to [B] for any two sections (u, v) g f 4 and
their images (U, V) e r4,
(III.4)

in components
Gmv Uß Vv= gtj v' uJ.

The relationship of the "twin bundles" f4 and r4 is
closer than it might appear through the preceding
considerations. In fact, these two bundles are revealed

(III 1)

By this map any section v e r4 is cast into its image
V g ?4 such that

G(U, V) = g(u, v),
III. Bundle Isomorphism
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(III.5)

The inverse map of [B] is [2?]:
[B]:

r4 —►f4 .

(III.6)
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The inverse map [B] takes any section F e r 4 into r4
such that
(III 7)
v, = cB,„ VflCombining the two maps, one readily deduces from
(III.2) and (III.7) that the composition really gives the
identity map for the corresponding image spaces
[BMfl] = idf4, (a)
[B\o[B\ = idv

(HI 8)

(b)

This verifies the one-to-one correspondence of both
bundles f4 and r4!

transport laws D and V are revealed as special cases
of the more general 2 .
As an application of the bundle isomorphism, we
can look now for a relationship between both bundle
curvatures. Since the intrinsic curvature F in f4 is
completely fixed by the extrinsic curvature B via the
first trivializability condition (II.3 a), one expects that
the curvature R of r 4 may be expressed in terms of B,
too. Indeed, the desired link of R and B is readily
obtained by differentiating once more the relations
(III.9) which in the abstract language yields
VoVc[ß] = [ß]°S>oD,

(a)
(III.12)

3> o D o [E] = [B] o V ° V, (b)
2. Extrinsic Versus Intrinsic Curvature

or, more concretely and after skew-symmetrization,

For an affine bundle isomorphism [5], it is not
enough that the fibres over any point x of the base
space are in one-to-one correspondence. Additionally,
it is necessary that the splitting into horizontal and
vertical subspaces is consistent with the bundle map.
In other words, the process of parallel displacement
must commute with the bundle map. But this is just
guaranteed, if the covariant derivatives are commut
ing with the bundle map, i.e. we must have
V° [B]=[B] D, (a)
£>°[Ä] = [B]°V.

(III.9)

(b)

In components, these requirements read
V ,1 y ^ c B ^ D .v 1), (a)

DxVi= c B itlS /.V r (b)
However, this is just satisfied by differentiating the
corresponding bundle maps (III.2) and (III.7), which
first yields the following identities
(a)

^ » » s c ^ B J ^ + c B ,^ ^ ) .

(b)

(a)
(III.13)

S fD n V t-c B ^ W .

(b)

Further, we have to observe here the identities
%

vl ^ j e \ FjaX vk + ZeaX(De vl)

(III.ll)

Next, one observes the constancy condition (II.2) for
the extrinsic curvature B and then readily verifies the
requirements (III.10).
By these arguments, the extrinsic curvature coeffi
cients are recognized as mixed objects living partially
in f4 and r4. This is the reason why these objects must
be parallel transported by the simultaneous use of the
trivializable connection A and the standard connec
tion r . Observe, that the covariant derivative Q (II.2)
respects both transport laws and obviously applies to
all mixed objects of arbitrary rank. Thus the previous

(111.14)

and
V[ff V;, VM= - i R 'M9i VQ+ Z*ok( \ V„).

(III.15)

Remembering now that V and v are linked by the
bundle maps (III.2) and (III.7), we finally find from
(III.13) the desired result
R \ „ > = - [ P e„Bu}l- p e , B ßa].

(111.10)

V . ^ s c ^ B J d ' + c ^ D , » 1),

=

(111.16)

This special shape of the curvature R has already been
encountered previously for the particular case of the
di-meron configuration! It is also instructive to have
a look on the totally covariant curvature tensor which
is obtained from the mixed one (III. 16) by lowering the
first index by means of the fibre metric G (11.45):
RfivaÄ. = - c 2[Bßa BvX—Bfl? Bva ].

(III.17)

In this form, the curvature R of ?4 is completely ex
pressed in terms of the extrinsic curvature B of f4.
Similarly, one may raise the second index in (III. 16)
yielding a shape of R which exclusively contains the
projector P:
=

P \ - Pßx P \ ] ■

(111.18)

Evidently, the Riemannian R is consistent with the
covariant constancy of the characteristic vector (cf.
(11.31) and (11.32)), but it simultaneously forbids the
existence of a second constant vector besides p. More
generally, the existence of a r4 section U is forbidden
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the derivative of which looks as follows
V, Uß = Nßp;_.

(III.19)

In order to prove this assertion, evoke the identity
(III.15) together with the result (111.16) for the Rie
mannian and find
Vi] Uß = P[>. Yx] Np = Bßiz U0] ■

(III.21)

where the previous constraint (11.28) yields, without
loss of generality
p»Ntl=p»M flX=p*M ßX= 0.

(111.22)

Observe here that, in contrast to N, the tensor M is
not allowed to be zero. In order to give a nice demon
stration for this effect, resolve the constancy condition
(II.2) for the extrinsic curvature with respect to the
coordinate covariant derivative \B and find
(III.23)

Y .ßlfi = AhpPx + Miß l,
where
"ip —siJk Bkß{pa Aja),

(a)

Milli = - e ijkBktlAja P°x. (b)

(III.24)

Now consider the positive gauge (A = B), where
(111.23) is reduced to
V B =F

WVf'xX = Rv>xX----- % [ ß \ MG"A] -

(III.25)

This clearly demonstrates that the vector N, but not
the tensor M, may be gauged off in (111.23).
By a similar argument one can show that there
exists no constant, second rank object in the tensor
bundle associated to r4 besides the fibre metric GßV.
3. Generalized Conformality
The preceding results of the bundle isomorphism
can also be used to see in what way the conformal
properties of the dimeron geometry may be general
ized to an arbitrary configuration. To this end, remem
ber that the necessary and sufficient conditions for a
Riemannian space ( n ^ 4) being conformally flat con

G'ai)

j____________cf(7> rji
(n —\)(n —2)
[x A].

(111.20)

Here, the right-hand side does not contain p and
hence it must vanish which is possible only for vanish
ing U. Therefore (III.19) does not admit a non-trivial
solution for U and thus there is no covariantly con
stant section in r4.
As a consequence, the general shape of the covariant derivative of any r4 section V reads
V, V ^ N J i + M ^ ,

sist in the requirement of a vanishing Weyl tensor W.
The latter one is given for any space dimension (n)
through [7]

(III.26)

Strictly speaking, this condition of vanishingWeyl ten
sor is only valid for a Riemannian space, but it is
suggestive to transfer this criterium formally to any
space endowed with a symmetric metric G and unique
Ricci tensor M
=

=

va.

(HI.27)

Obviously, the deviation of such a generalized, confor
mally flat space from an ordinary Riemannian space is
in some sense "minimal" (an "almost Riemannian"
space).
Applying this generalized definition to the present
situation, it is readily recognized that the bundle ge
ometry of a general trivializable gauge field configura
tion is indeed due to a conformally flat RiemannCartan structure: First, contract the curvature tensor
R (III.18) and find for the Ricci & (111.27)
& c = - 2 c~2 P \ ,

(a)

^ p a = - 2 B ßa

(b)

Then obtain the curvature scalar ^ as
Sf=
= —6 c "2

(III.28)

(III.29)

which clearly must be constant because of the general
constancy of the Riemannian R (III.17) and the Ricci
m (111.28):
VxRfivea = Vx#ßv = 0.
(111.30)
Next, express the Ricci J? in terms of the scalar Sf as
(III.31)
which says that we are essentially dealing with an
Einstein space structure of dimension n = 3. The ap
pearance of this particular space dimension seems
plausible if we remember that the bundle geometry is
based upon the 3-dimensional distribution A.
Now we can alternatively use for the Weylian W
(111.26) the full metric G, together with dimension
n = 4; or we may use the fibre metric G and must then
choose n = 3. In both cases we find that the Weylian
vanishes which proves our assertion referring to the
generalized conformal flatness.
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Fig. 1. The characteristic surfaces of the dimeron solution are
the 3-spheres <2>(x) = const (cf. (V.29)). If the meron centers
are fixed at ,x° —a,b resp., then the centers of the characteris
tic surfaces with radius 0 " 1 are found at
a + 1 a —b
0
+ —— 1 +
There is a theorem in Riemannian geometry which
says that any Einstein space, which is conformally flat,
is a space of constant curvature. The generalization of
this theorem to the present non-Riemannian structure
is satisfied evidently: we have an Einstein-space struc
ture of dimension n = 3 (cf. (III.31)), the Weylian of
which vanishes as well in the intrinsic (n —3) as in the
extrinsic (n = 4) approach so that the generalized conformality of the Einstein space appears to be ensured.
However, there is a somewhat delicate point here. The
vanishing of the Weylian is a sufficient condition for
the conformal flatness only for dimensions n ^ 4. But
our bundle geometry really refers to a 3-dimensional
space; consequently we have to evoke a further criterium for the conformal flatness [8], This consists in the
vanishing of the tensor i f
^
x = V, ^ v - vv

+ ± (GßX dv.y —Gßv dx P ) .

But, the vanishing of this tensor ^"evidently is guar
anteed by the constancy of the curvature scalar Sf and
of the Ricci M. This completes the proof for
the "conformal flatness" of the characteristic bundle
geometry.
On the other hand, the curvature tensor R is just of
the form required for a space of constant curvature
when it is expressed in terms of the fibre metric G :
R„

[Gno Cv, - G ßXGx

(III.33)

Hence, the above theorem also holds for the present
non-Riemannian structure. As a result, the character
istic surfaces (if they exist) emerge here as 3-dimen
sional submanifolds of the base space, which are
equipped with a Riemannian geometry of constant
curvature! A nice demonstration for this effect is rep
resented again by the di-meron configuration: the di
meron surfaces are 3-spheres and hence are equipped
naturally with a constant curvature geometry via their
embedding into the base space E4 (Figure 1). But this
natural geometry, inherited by projection from the
embedding Euclidean geometry, is not identical to the
characteristic bundle geometry; nevertheless both ge
ometries exhibit the property of constant curvature!
On the other hand, both geometries on the dimeron
surfaces really become icdentical, if one of the two
meron centers is removed to infinity (see the discus
sion below (11.28)).
IV. Integrability and Torsion
The bundle isomorphism has made clear that the
geometric properties of the twin bundles f4 and i 4 are
essentially the same. At first sight, this might appear as
a paradoxical situation: On the one hand, a general
theorem [9] ensures that the geometry of f4 must be
free of torsion because it is the subgeometry due to the
reduction of the trivial embedding bundle f4 which
itself naturally has vanishing torsion. On the other
hand, we could not prevent the torsion from penetrat
ing into the bundle geometry of r4, if the latter one is
based upon the standard connection F.
Thus the question arises: under what conditions
can one get rid of torsion again? We shall show that
the integrability of the characteristic distribution A is
a sufficient condition. This means that whenever the
integrability condition is satisfied, one can use a strict
ly Riemannian connection F (characteristic connec
tion ) in place of the standard connection F. The corre
sponding Riemannian metric G (characteristic metric)
can *be found such that F is the Levi-Civita connection
of G The Riemannian structure found in this way is
always of the conformally flat and symmetric type.
1. Frobenius Condition
In a Riemann-Cartan structure there are several
identities involving the torsion Z. For the present case
these identities are assuming a very particular form
due to the fact that we are concerned with an almost
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Riemannian structure. If this special structure is com
plemented by the Frobenius integrability condition for
the characteristic distribution A, the torsion aquires a
suggestive shape which gives us a hint how to elimi
nate it completely.
First consider the second Bianchi identity
D
_ 9 pA 7X
(iv.l)
^
—
< 7 Mv] •
One is easily convinced that this identity is satisfied
trivially here because the left hand side vanishes on
account of the covariant constancy of curvature
(III.30). On the other hand, the right hand-side is zero,
too, because the curvature 2-form annihilates the
characteristic vector p (cf. (11.31, 32) and (III.16)) and
consequently also annihilates the torsion Z according
to (II.9). So the second Bianchi identity gives no fur
ther restriction.
But now consider the first Bianchi identity
- K W ] —2 V[MZev;] + 4Zx[/lvZeX]x .

(IV.2)

The left-hand side vanishes again because the curva
ture tensor exhibits all the index symmetry properties
of an ordinary Riemannian. Therefore, the torsion
must obey the following identity
^ Zev + 2 Z ^ AZeA]x —0 .

(IV.3)

This identity is simplified further if the characteristic
distribution is integrable. The Frobenius integrability
condition upon the normal p of A is [10]
d[llPz] = f[J fl]-

(IV.4)

Without loss of generality, we may assume here
f* P ß = 0,

(IV.5)

and thus the torsion of the standard connection F
acquires the following special shape according to
(11.37)
Z \ v= p 'p [ßf v].
(IV.6)
As a consequence, the non-linear terms occurring in
the identity (IV.3) cancel and we are left with
(IV.7)
A further consequence of the particular torsion Z
(IV.6) is the following relation:
7/ (IVT
_l_ilf
7 /■^ T
+ t-'y;
7. V/ _ Q
J•

(IV.8)

For this reason, the contorsion K (11.54) is simplified
into
K \,= 2 Z <
(IV.9)

So we see that the integrability of 2 produces a
very special Riemann-Cartan structure which comes
very close to a strictly Riemannian geometry. The
latter fact is seen more clearly if the motion of a "test
particle" on this geometrical background is consid
ered. For a Riemannian-Cartan space, the question of
particle motion leads to a certain ambiguity [3]: which
is the correct path to be followed by a test particle? Is
it an autoparallel or a geodesic curve? For a strictly
Riemannian space, both types of curves coincide and
there is no problem. The ambiguity clearly persists
also for the present Riemann-Cartan geometry albeit
in a less severe form. Remember that, along an autoparallel curve, the (unit) tangent vector t is kept
parallel with respect to the (standard) connection F
tx V; f = 0 (tx = dx^/ds).
(IV. 10)
A similar statement holds for a geodesic curve, too;
but here the parallel transport refers to the Riemannian
part f of F (cf. (11.52)):
(IV.ll)

t x V; r" = 0.

The corresponding differential equations for both
types of curves are found from (IV. 10, 11) as
D2x"
ds2

dxv dx'
d2x"
= 0, (a)
+ r" ds2 ' 1 VA ds ds
(IV.12)

dxv dx'
D2x" _ d2x"
-4- 1r" vA
= 0.
+
ds2
ds ds
ds2

(b)

The solution of these equations of motion will be
found to be quite different in the general case (Appen
dix A).
However in the present geometric situation, being
characterized through (IV.6) and (IV.9), the covariant
differential operators occurring in (IV.12) are differing
by a single torsion term
D2x"
ds2

D2x"
■dxv dxA
+ 2 Z ,;/—----- — = 0.
ds^
ds ds

(IV. 13)

Therefore, the two types of motion coincide whenever
the following requirement is satisfied
Z ; ; / r vt A= 0,
(IV.14)
i.e. whenever the motion of the test particle is confined
to a characteristic surface. Since the Frobenius theorem
ensures that the whole space is foliated into the charac
teristic surfaces, the above ambiguity for the test parti
cle is removed whenever its initial velocity t is orthog
onal to the characteristic vector p at its initial position.
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In other words: the autoparallel and geodesic curves
coincide on the characteristic surfaces! Observe here
that the parallel transport with respect to the standard
connection T does not lead off the characteristic sur
faces (cf. (11.28)).
As a result we see that the effect of the integrability
condition consists in the partial elimination of the
ambiguity of particle motion for the Riemann-Cartan
structure. This partial goal shall now be converted
into a total one.
2. Transition to a Riemannian Structure
The Frobenius condition (IV.4) acts even more effec
tively than could be supposed through the preceding
results. Indeed, it enables us to get rid of the torsion
completely such that the geometry becomes strictly
Riemannian. But, surprisingly enough, the new Rie
mannian structure does not refer to the Riemannian
part f of the standard connection T (11.52), which is
the Levi-Civita connection of the standard metric G
(11.42) used so far.
*
In order to find the new connection T (characteris
tic connection), reconsider first the standard connec
tion T (11.52) for the case when the integrability condi
tion holds
(IV.15)
The integrability condition also implies that there ex
ists a function (j) which may be used to form a gradient
vector C in the following way
=/„+</> A"
d[flCv] = 0.

<a>
(b)

(IV.16)

In terms of this gradient field, the standard connection
r (IV.15) may be rewritten as
*
The desired characteristic connection T emerges now
through the following splitting of T:
rx _ r / I isä
(IV.18)
[iv
nv '
nv
where

f. First, let us point out that the characteristic connec
tion f has the same essential part y (11.10) as the
standard connection T. Next, we want to look for the
change of curvature. The splitting (IV.18) of T induces
the following splitting of the curvature R (11.29)
.
*.
*.
*.
* *
R xna - R \na + Vfi
— KÄVI1+ K ea
-K > eflK \,a + 2ZeaßK \ e .

(IV.20)
*
However, the particular structure of the contorsion K
(IV.l9 b) implies the vanishing of the quadratic terms
on the right of (IV.20). Further, the covariant con
stancy of p (11.38) together with the action of the
torsion operator Z (II.6) yields
(IV.21)
Thus, we find from (IV.20) that the curvature remains
unchanged
R vna = R'' vna •

(IV.22)

After this satisfactory results has been established,
we have to show
* further that a metric G exists, such
*
that the new T is just the Levi-Civita connection of G,
i.e.
V*G„v = 0.
(IV.23)
Such a Riemannian metric (characteristic metric) is
readily found by first rewriting the gradient C as
=

d ^ = dß \nii,

(IV.24)

and then observing that the rescaled characteristic
vector p
p» = v K

<IV-25)

is now constant with respect to the characteristic con
nection r
(IV.26)

= o.

This implies that p is a gradient vector and y/ is an
integrating factor for p. Further, following the idea of
(11.43) we fix the new metric (characteristic metric) as
Px •>

(IV.28)

which then clearly meets with the constancy require
ment (IV.23). The characteristic metric defines now
r \ v=
v+ c Pn Pv ~ P'' (Pv + Pn Cv) (a)
the Riemannian structure which we were after. Ob
(b)
<IV19> serve also that the rescaled characteristic vector is still
*
*
Before one is allowed to deal with T in place of T as of unit length with respect to the new metric G:
the bundle connection of f 4, one must check whether
P"P, = G^p>'p>'= - 1 ,
(a)
the relevant properties of T, constructed so carefully
(IV.29)
p i = y / - l pi*.
(b)
in Sects. II and III, are not destroyed again by the new
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Finally, one surely wonders whether the generalized
conformality of the Riemann-Cartan structure is
reverted again into the ordinary conformally flat
structure of the Riemannian case. A short calculation
shows that the Weylian (111.26) indeed vanishes for the
present Riemannian case as well in the intrinsic (n = 3)
as in the extrinsic (n = 4) version. Observe here that
the curvature tensor R, the Ricci M, the scalar y , and
the fibre metric G are the same objects in both the
Riemannian and non-Riemannian approaches, where
as the connections F, /"and the metric tensors G, G are
different along the characteristic directions. In any
case, the Riemannian structure is a conformally flat
one, albeit the Riemannian metric G will in general
not be found proportional to the Euclidean g. How
ever, a general coordinate transformation must exist
*
which makes G proportional to g. In special cases (e.g.
dimeron solution) this proportionality may be exis
tent immediately for the original Cartesian coordi
nates ! The characteristic surfaces now appear as
3-dimensional Riemannian submanifolds equipped
with a geometry of constant curvature.
The present transition to a strictly Riemannian
structure evidently cures also the pathology of the
previous Riemann-Cartan geometry concerning the
motion of test particles. Therefore, in view of some
application of the present mathematical structure to a
real physical situation, one surely will prefer the
characteristic connection F over the standard connec
tion F whenever this is allowed by the integrability
condition. As for the new geodesic curves on the inte
gral surfaces of A, one finds for the corresponding
equation of motion
D2x"

DV
* dxv dxA
= "ds5" ~
J ~d7 ~d7 = ° '

,IVJ0)

Therefore, the geodesic curves of the characteristic
metric G coincide with the previous curves (IV.12) on
the characteristic surface and hence they may be con
sidered as the proper continuation of the latter ones to
the whole embedding space.

tions. It turns out that these field equations represent
a sufficient (but not necassary) condition for the exis
tence of the characteristic surfaces. On the other hand,
the results of the preceding sections imply the exis
tence of a strictly Riemannian structure in addition to
the more general and always existing RiemannCartan structure whenever the characteristic distribu
tion is integrable. Thus the combination of these two
arguments says that the validity of the Yang-Mills
equations ensures the existence of a Riemannian
structure. The general properties of such a "RiemannYang-Mills" structure shall be the aim of the subse
quent investigations.
1. Geometric Meaning of the Field Equations
Assume that the trivializable gauge fields are con
strained now to satisfy the free Yang-Mills equations
D"Fißy = 0.

Up to now we were mainly concerned with general
gauge field configurations of the trivializable type. In
the following, the interest shall be concentrated upon
trivializable solutions of the free Yang-Mills equa

(V.l)

First we shall look for the geometric implication of
these field equations.
For any trivializable gauge field A the intrinsic cur
vature F is determined by the extrinsic curvature B
according to (II.3a). Therefore the Yang-Mills equa
tions (V.l) may be rewritten in terms of the B fields as
D"Fiflv = Sijk Bkß(D» Bjv - P\(D> BjX)) = 0.

(V.2)

Introducing here an intermediate object T through
DßBJv- P ßV(D*BjX) = T \ ßBjX,

(V.3)

this object is then readily found to be related to the
essentiall part y (11.10) through
T
* Vn = yA
/ Vfl - P (IV/yXa<T

(V.4)
V" • /

By the use of the essential part y in place of the proper
connection F, we have avoided here the emergence of
superfluous components of 7 such that
P x T \ ß = 0.

(V.5)

This forces T to be symmetric
T \ v= T \ ß .

V. Yang-Mills Equations
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(V.6)

With these arrangements, the Yang-Mills equations
(V.l) now read
^ F ißV= - F ^ T XßV= 0.
(V.7)
In this form, the Yang-Mills problem immediately
suggests its general solution: Observe that, for any
non-degenerate point x of base space, the curvature
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coefficients Fi are three linearly independent 2-forms
on Ax. Therefore, the most general solution for Tis
TxpV= s xpV+ sxßPv +

pß + S) pßpv.

(V.8)

The S objects emerging here are living completely in
the corresponding tensor bundles associated to ?4, e.g.
P*StvV= P x Siß= P xSx = 0.

(V.9)

They must be totally symmetric in order that the
Yang-Mills equations are satisfied, i.e.
^X)iv

^ß Xv ^p vX' (a)

Spx =Sxß-

2. Riemann- Yang-Mills Structure
(V.10)

(b)

Once the general form of the T object is known, the
essential part y is readily found from (V.4) as
y V„ = S Vll + S ß pv+ S vpß
+ Sxpflpv- \ P Vß(Sx"(r- S x). (V.ll)
Consequently, the standard connection T becomes (cf.
(11.36)):
r \ ß = y \ß -p H S Vß + Svpß).
(V.12)
At this stage, the geometric meaning of the YangMills equations becomes obvious now: Consider the
derivative of the characteristic vector field which is
found from (V.12) as
^ Pv = r \ ß P, = SVß + Svpß

(V.13)

This implies that the characteristic distribution A be
comes integrable (cf. (IV.4)) as a consequence of the
validity of the field equations:
8[ßPV]=P[pSv]-

(V.14)

The shape of the corresponding integral surfaces is
determined by the objects SHVthrough
P \d x P , = SßV.

the characteristic curves are geodesies of the charac
teristic metric G in any case!)
A further consequence of (V.13) refers to the differ
ence of two trivializable gauge fields A, which are not
gauge copies of one another. If they are sharing the
same characteristic surfaces, then their standard con
nections r are based upon the same objects Sßv and Sß
but they must differ with respect to the totally sym
metric object SßvX\

(V.15)

The preceding arguments show that the Yang-Mills
equations essentially represent a sufficient integrabil
ity condition. Therefore, they simultaneously ensure
the existence of a strictly Riemannian structure. From
the physical point of view, it seems highly welcome to
be able to express the rather formal integrability con
dition by a dynamical field equation. The result of this
is a sort of a Riemann-Yang-Mills space structure,
which is built upon a conformally flat background
geometry.
The transition to the Riemannian connection T is
well prepared by the arguments of Section IV.2. Using
here the standard connection F (V.12), which has been
deduced from the validity of the free Yang-Mills equa
tions, we simply arrive at its characteristic counterpart
f via (IV.18, 19)
r\v =
Pß c v.
(V.i8)
However, in order to avoid some lengthy expresssions,
we do not naively introduce here the result (V.12) for
the standard connection T; rather, we prefer to express
r in terms of that conformally flat connection T which
is defined through
=
+
(V.19)
Clearly, this is the Levi-Civita connection of the con
formally flat metric G

Observe that the torsion vector S defined through
Sv= - P ß c \p v

(V.16)

is different from zero only when the characteristic lines
are not straight (with respect to the canonical connec
tion d) over E4). Therefore, the standard connection T
exhibits a non-vanishing torsion Z
(V.l 7)
which measures the deviation of the characteristic lines
from the Euclidean geodesies. (Remember here that

(V.20)
The conformally flat f enters the characteristic con
nection T(V.18) quite simply by evoking the relation
ship between the gradient C and the torsion vector 5
(cf. (IV.16) and (V.14))
S„ = P \ Cv,

(a)

4>=-(/3vCv).

(b)

(V.21)

Introducing further the deviations
of the
symmetric tensors (S/ßV, S;_ß) from their conformally
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flat values (S}flv, SXß) given by
S,ß, = P,ßSv + PßVSk+ P ^ S ß, (a)
SßV =<?>P,V,

(V.22)

(b)

one puts
S;.v = S Xv + sxv,

(V.23)

(b)

and then one finds for the characteristic connection
r \ v= r \ v + Q \ v.

(v.24)

Here, the deviation Q of F from F is composed of the
deviations s from S according to
Q\V =

v+

pv+ s \ pß-p '-s ßV- \ P ßVs % . (V.25)

The partitioning of F into the conformally flat con
tribution F and the remainder Q reflects the circum
stance that there is no torsion Z in the Riemannian
approach whereas we nevertheless must have a non
vanishing torsion vector S in the theory, because the
characteristic lines are expected to be curved in the
quite general case (cf. (V.l6))! It is just the splitting
(V.24) of F, which elegantly reconciles this apparent
contradiction by absorbing the torsion vector into the
conformally flat part F. The remainder Q (V.25) then
becomes completely free of torsion objects but other
wise looks like the standard connection F (V.l2).
Obviously, the object Q defines some additional
structure living on the conformally flat background
geometry. The corresponding background metric is
given by (V.20) and satisfies
=

(V.26)

Resolving this equation for the characteristic connec
tion yields the splitting (V.24) with Q being given in
terms of Q as [11]
Q ' . ^ Q j - i Q K . + Q1,,)-

(V.27)

Thus, Q is revealed as the symmetric part I" of Q; i.e.
+
E 'Xßv= s\ y +

PV- i (^v

(a)
+ P\ V ).

(V.28)
(b)

Evidently, the most simple solutions are represent
ed by the conformally flat type. By its very definition
this class of solutions consists of pure background
configurations, i.e. 0 = 0 and hance f = F. The most
general, non-trivial solution of this type has already
been identified and investigated in the previous papers

[1,2]. It is the well-known di-meron configuration, the
geometric and topological properties of which are well
understood now. Therefore, a very brief discussion,
based upon two new aspects, may be sufficient here.
First, observe that the second rank object SßY
(V.22b) becomes proportional to the projector P,
which implies that the characteristic surfaces are
3-spheres of radius 0 " 1 (Figure 1). Since the function
0{x) is constant over anyone of the 3-spheres, its gra
dient must determine the characteristic vector p. In
deed, a simple calculation yields
dß* = - ± ( S i Sl - 0 2 - y , 2/c2)pll

(V.29)

where the torsion vector Sx and the inverse radius 0
are related to the conformal gradient C (IV.24)
through (V.21).
Second, observe that the fibre metric G (11.45) be
comes isotropic for the pure background solutions
Gflv = GßV+ pßpv = v 2PßV.

(V.30)

Conversely, one readily recognizes by this argument
that any isotropic solution necessarily must be confor
mally flat and hence must coincide with a di-meron
configuration. Thus we arrive at the conclusion that
the non-trivial background geometry always is con
formally flat and isotropic. Moreover, it is described
by a symmetric Riemannian structure. In this sense,
the background geometry exhibits the maximal sym
metry which can be found in the whole set of solu
tions.

Appendix
Comparison of Geodesic and Autoparallel Curves
In a non-Riemannian structure the autoparallel and
geodesic curves may differ considerably. This is also
true for the present almost Riemannian structure,
which becomes strictly Riemannian when it is re
stricted to the characteristic surfaces. As an example,
we study the two types of curves for the dimeron
configuration.
First, consider the geodesic equation (IV.30) for the
Riemannian case
d2x"
+r\
d.s^

dxv dx;= 0,
ds ds

(A.l)

where the conformally flat connection F is given by
(V.l 9) and the conformal scale factor y has been found
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as [1]
a —b

(A.2)

The line element, used in (A.l), is determined by the
conformally flat metric G (V.20) through
ds2 = - G„v dx" dxv.

(A.3)

Since we effectively are working in a Euclidean space,
it is more convenient to use the Euclidean line element
da2 = —gßVdx" dxv,

(A.4)

which casts the equation of motion (A.l) into the fol
lowing form
dV
+
da2

_
r\

dxv dxA
= 0.
da da

(A.5)

The projector h occurring here annihilates the "four
velocity" dxA/dcr, i.e.
dx" dxhß = a ß -I---------- e 9 e da da

(A.6)

Introducing now the conformally flat F into (A.5)
yields an equation of motion which can be formally
put into the usual shape encountered in special rela
tivity:
dV
= F".
der^

(A.7)

Here the "four-force" F is orthogonal to the fourvelocity, i.e.
F "= - h \ C (

(A.8)

as it is necessary for "relativistic" consistency.
However, for the numerical computations it is ad
vantageous to deal with an equation of motion of the
Newtonian type. The latter one is obtained from the
relativistic form (A.7) with the aid of a parameter
transformation which relates the "proper time" (a) to
the "Newtonian time" (r) in the following way
da/dr = y/.
(A.9)
Thus, the Newtonian equation of motion is found as
d V /d r2 = - d ß r ,
where the potential V is given by
~ r = - ± y / 2,

(A.10)
(A.l 1)

and obviously is due to the action of two attractive
centers located at the meron positions a, b (Figure 2).

Fig. 2. The potential 1 (A.l l ) is due to two attractive centers
located at the meron positions a, b. The solutions of the
geodesic equation (A.l) are represented by the Newtonian
particle trajectories for this potential. Since the total energy
vanishes (A.l 3), the test particle is bound by the two merons.
The "non-relativistic" eqution of motion (A.10) and
its original "relativistic" counterpart (IV. 11) provides
us now with a sufficiently qualitative picture of the
geodesic lines: contraction of (A. 10) by the velocity
dx^/dr gives the energy conservation law in the form
dS
d
— E— (J +f > 0 .
dr
dr

(A.12)

Further, the total energy £ = 2T +
is found to be
zero, because the "speed" of the test particle equals the
conformal scale function yj (cf. (A.9)) which gives for
the "kinetic energy"
1 dx" dxu
, ,
---- + k2 V2= - r .
(A. 13)
2 dr dr
The conclusion from this result is that the test particle,
following a geodesic line, is bound by the two merons
and hence will not be able to escape to infinity.
This conclusion may be made more precise by
reconsidering the original "relativistic" form of the
equation of motion (IV. 11). Since both the unit vectors
t and p are parallel transported along a geodesic curve,
the (Euclidean) angle a enclosed by them is constant
along the geodesic. More concretely, the angle a by
which the sequence of characteristic surfaces is cut
through by a given geodesic is constant along that
curve. But on the other hand, any characteristic
surface encloses just one of the two meron centers
(Figure 1). Therefore, any geodesic curve must neces
sarily terminate on a meron center or is a closed curve
contained in a characteristic surface. The general
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Fig. 3. The 2-dimensional Newtonian problem (A.10, 11) ad
mits circular trajectories for the particle motion (dotted
lines). The circles represent the characteristic surfaces from
the geometric point of view. An arbitrary trajectory (solid
line) cuts the circles by a constant angle x.

Fig. 4. The autoparallel trajectories tend to cut the character
istic surface more and more orthogonally if they approach an
attractive center (upper part). For the autoparallel motion off
the attractive center, the test particle has the tendency to
reach a circular path on a characteristic surface (lower part).

ization of this result to an arbitrary multi-meron solu
tion (if existing) is evident.
Figure 3 shows the numerical verification based
upon the Newtonian equation (A. 10) for two dimen
sions. Such a regular pattern of the particle motion
could surely not be expected by considering the classi
cal Newtonian problem (A. 10, 11) alone; the crucial
point here is the complementation of the purely New
tonian approach by the geodesic problem for the di
meron background.
Next, consider the autoparallel curves (IV.12a) for
the Riemann-Cartan geometry of the dimeron config
uration. The equation of motion for the autoparallels
differs from that for the geodesies by the contorsion K
(IV. 19 b). Consequently this term produces some
modification of the Newtonian form (A.10, 11) of the
geodesic equation. After some simple calculations, the
autoparallel counterpart of the geodesic equation is
found as

A qualitative picture of the autoparallels as solu
tions to (A. 14) comes again from the discussion of the
angle a enclosed by the tangent and characteristic
vectors t, p. Since a is constant along the autoparallels,
we readily obtain a constant of the motion through

dV
dr2

t

/

dx
dr

dx1
~dz

(A. 14)

As a short check, one easily recognizes that the addi
tional term on the right of (A. 14) vanishes (i) for a
characteristic line and (ii) for the motion on the char
acteristic surfaces. Further, the addtional term does
not invalidate the energy conservation (A. 12, 13) on
behalf of the projector property of h (A.6).

cos a = GßVpß t \

(A.15)

It is useful to express the Riemann-Cartan angle oc
(A.15) through its Euclidean analogue aE
cos aE= g^p* t \

(t" - r" ds/da),

(A.16)

cos2 aE = y/2 cos2 a (sin2 a + y 2 cos2 a)- 1.

(A.17)

which yields

Clearly, both angles a, aE are identical for a = 0,
But now release the "test particle" by some angle
0 < a < § such that the potential Y is decreasing, i.e.
the test particle is pushed to approach a meron center.
In this case, ccE tends to zero which means that an
autoparallel curve will approach the meron center
more quickly and directly than a geodesic line. On the
other hand, if the test particle is pushed off a meron
center, such that the potential Y is increasing, the
Euclidean angle aF tends to become a right angle, i.e.
the test particle is reluctant to approach the other
meron center (as in the geodesic case) but prefers to
move along a stationary circle around the first meron
center (Figure 4).
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